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What is Fortamine?

Method of use

Documented cases

It is a 100% natural product. Its exclusive formula stops the hair loss, strengthens and its growth. 
Fortamine has developed to meet the needs of hundred of thousands of people who su�er from hair loss to 
achieve a noticeable change through using it every day even the places that have no hair.

Fortamine has the exclusive EBE mechanism which is world widely patented property. 
This mechanism biologically coats the papain enzyme to doubly increase its properties above the head 
scalp, regenerate the skin cells and the hair follicles and provide vitamins and �bers to improve the quality 
of the head scalp and the existing hair and accordingly its growth.
After one hundred and twenty days, stop using it for thirty days. Reuse it another time with the referred 
amount until reaching the  desired volume and thickness of hair.

Wash your hair with the activating Fortamine shampoo with the amount to which you are accustomed. 
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After using Fortamine, whether a spray or a tube, massage the handled areas with your �ngertips for two 
minutes to allow the Fortamine to penetrate your head scalp and pores.  

Repeat this every day for one hundred and twenty days without interruption. After this period, stop using 
Fortamine for thirty days. Reuse it again with the determined amount.

Fortamine starts to work within the rest hours. In the morning of the following day, rinse your hair or wash it 
using Fortamine shampoo. 
You can also use Fortamine as a natural �xative for combing hair after moistening it.

Spray three or four times daily from Fortamine spray on the intended areas of your head scalp. 
If you use Fortamine in an aspirator, put a pipette and spread drops on the 
head scalp in the parts you need to treat. If you wash your hair at night , it is important ,when using 
Fortamine in a tube or a spray, that your hair is dried with a towel(Don't use hair drier or hair straightener 
following the use of Fortamine on your head scalp). 



Repeated questions
Who is advised to us Fortamine?

Does Fortamine have negative effects?

-  Men and women of any age.
- People who transplanted hair.
- People su�ering from hair loss.
- People su�ering from hair weakness.
- People su�ering from all types of general  baldness.

No. It contains a natural formula.

Can I use Fortamine in hair Transplant cases? 
- Yes. It is typical before and after hair  Transplant.
-  Due to its regenerating and anti
    In�ammatory properties.

After how much time can the results be noticed?
 After how much time can the results be noticed?
- Hair loss will stop after the �rst 30 or 40 days.
- After 120 days, your hair becomes
   Stronger and its volume will increase
    And you will new hair growth.   

I do not see the expected results?
 - You should be patient and abide to Treatment.
- The results also depend upon many
   Other factors stress, nutrition, rest.….etc.

Should I continue taking this Treatment after 120 days?
- Yes. After using this treatment for 120 Days without interruption, 
   stop using it For 30 days. then, reuse it with the Same amount.
-  Continue this way until reaching the 
    Desired volume and thickness.

What are the properties of Fortamine?

Why should I use Fortamine before sleeping?

- Remove toxins and dead skin from the  Head scalp.
- Regenerate the cells of the head scalp And the follicles.
-  It has an anti in�ammatory, anti 
   Bacteria and anti fungi properties.
Can I use Fortamine more than one time a day?
- Yes, but this does not make the Results faster.
- Patience and worry are the main 
  factors that make the results ful�lls  the expectations.  

-  During sleep, the metabolism levels Recede.
- The body organ is more subject to 
   Renovation processes.
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